F R O M P R I V A T E T O P U B L I C E V I L : O R F R O M T H E I N A R D E N O F F A V E R S H A M T O A L E X A N D E R G O E H R ' S O P E R A A R D E N M U S T D I E
When in 1621 John Taylor prophesied that the bloody murder of Arden of Faversham would never be forgotten, he could hardly foresee how right he was 1 . Since the actual committing of the deed, in 1551, the spectacular crime seems to have remained fresh in men's memory, as the numerous versions demonstrate. Among them, The Lamentable and True Tragedy of Master Arden of Faversham, written in 1592, is without doubt the most famous account of the murder, yet we should not forget the considerable number of other versions of it, in chronicles, pamphlets, homilies, ballads and, not least, the opera Arden must Die by the British composer Alexander Goehr, which had its premiere in Germany in 1967. Only two years later, an American novelist, Diane Davidson, made once more use of the same plot in her novel Arden of Faversham and, again, in 1982 the German poet Erich Fried wrote another play, called ... And all his murderers, mainly based on his libretto for Goehr's opera, but with interesting changes in its approach to the problem of how evil is to be treated in this play. Finally, one could mention three different versions by the Swiss poet Jurg Laederach who again uses a fresh approach to the old story, characterized by the anonymous play as the case of Arden . Following this appetiser, the title-page further describes the play, .
What I should like to do in this paper is to investigate the different motives behind the various literary versions of this evil crime rather than the presentation of the actual murder 2 . None of the authors seem to be primarily interested in the metaphysical conflict between Good and Evil or in Lear's agonised question (III.6.76-7), but rather in some particular moral, didactic or political message.
: Contemporary Motives for Retelling the Story of the Murder
To account for the story's reception by later authors and their audiences, it is important to inquire into their motives for retelling an episode most of them took from Holinshed, the anonymous play, or other contemporary accounts. In the , published in 1633 3 , the story of the murder is recounted in the form of a self-accusing soliloquy, keeping closely but not slavishly to the events in the play. At the end, the repentant Alice asks for mercy and prays to God to save us from all evil :
And thus my story I conclude and end, Praying the Lord that he his grace will send Vpon vs all, and keepe vs all from ill. Amen say all, if's be thy blessed will.
(II.189-92, Wine, p. 170) 4 These concluding lines of the ballad, with their unmistakable echo of the Lord's Prayer () confirm that, on the whole, the intention is not so much a didactic , as in the tragedy of that title or several other ballads of the time, such as (1628) 5 , but rather, as the title suggests, a , the confession of a penitent and converted sinner, truly sorry for her misdeed and all the circumstances surrounding it : It is interesting to note that this ballad of 192 lines is the only version of the crime told from the murderess' point of view and in her own words. It is probably for this reason that the social and economic aspects of the incident that play such a large part in the anonymous play are omitted, as are the unsuccessful, bumbling attempts of the two villains to take Arden's life. Instead, the author of the ballad directs all his and the reader's attention at the character of Alice. She describes her part in the story as (l. 1 3 ), but, especially at the beginning of the poem, she puts the blame not so much on herself as on Mosbie, who with his destroyed her apparently untroubled, happy and peaceful marriage (l. 5-9). In contrast, Holinshed, as well as the play, portrays her from the beginning as no less active and lewd than Mosbie, and it is she in the end, who regains the affection of her lover with a pair of silver dice (l. 122-25). In the ballad, these motives as well as the constant quarrels between the two lovers are passed over and all we are given is an impression of a rather sensuous relationship (, l. 118), pushing her by degrees towards the murder : (l. 140). This is all she has to say immediately before the crime, which is planned (l. 145) and executed by all the murderers.
In Holinshed's chronicle, the story of the murder is discussed on an entirely different plane and the intentions behind the whole account are not the same as in the play or the ballad. Though Holinshed discusses the case in some detail and with genuine interest and though he insists on the authenticity of his sources, he appears to be in some doubt as to whether this private affair rightly belongs into a chronicle ; after devoting over five pages to it (p. [1703] [1704] [1705] [1706] [1707] [1708] in the first edition) he resumes his narrative of historical events () ; the only other item worth recording for the year 1551 concerns the effects of the (p. 1708).
To justify his long digression on the murder of Arden Holinshed immediately supplies a -to my mind rather lame -reason in the atrociousness of the evil deed that needs to be recorded :
The which murther, for the horribleness thereof, although otherwise it may seeme to be but a priuate matter, and therefore as it were impertinent to this historie, I haue thought good to set it foorth somewhat at large, hauing the instructions deliuered to me by them, that haue vsed some diligence to gather the true vnderstanding of the circumstances.
(Wine, p. 148)
It is easy to see from other parts of Holinshed's account that this emotional description of the crime does not in any way stand out from his habitual chronicle style since he repeatedly introduces episodes of this kind, thereby disregarding the rigid conventions of traditional res gestae. Annabel Patterson calls these digressions , defining them as 6 , though she explicitly excludes the murder of Arden from her list of paradigmatic anecdotes, because for her only the stories about William Rufus, the flood disaster of north-east England and Woolf's treatise on as are really representative of the history of England ; they alone stand for (Patterson, p. 44) .
To my mind, however, the murder of Arden is an essential part of this history ; it is used above all as an instance of the re-establishing of sociopolitical order, by showing the evil consequences of a criminal relationship in which the woman refuses to accept the part alotted her by nature. Thus the natural marital relation as a microcosm can be a threat to the social and Alice's behaviour and her moral depravation are deeply rooted in her desire for emancipation, which makes her totally blind to the social reality : all she can actually have hoped to gain is the exchange of one kind of dependence for another. The anonymous dramatist leaves us in no doubt about this dilemma when on the one hand he makes Alice ask, (X.83-85), and on the other lets her lover early on speculate about the possibility of a new union with the provision, thou'lt be ruled by me (I.224).
The examples from contemporary documents confirm that the relation between the genders is frequently associated with political power-structures ; thus, private and public affairs clearly have more in common than is suggested by Holinshed's pseudo-problem, . This , like the other episodes about women inserted into the chronicle account 13 , was easily pressed into the service of a general social message and made an exemplum, as is particularly well demonstrated by the story of Elizabeth Shore 14 .
In other contemporary annals and chronicles, the murder is recorded simply as a sensational news item ; this, of course, did not produce the same profound impression as The Chronicles of England, Scotland, and Ireland, whose account inspired poetic versions and whose authority is adduced by other authors, e.g. Henry Goodcole in (1635) :
I will only remember you of Mistress Arden, who caused her husband to be murdered in her own house at Feversham in Kent, the memorable circumstances thereof deserving places in a most approved chronicle, may be very well spared in this short discourse 15 .
Holinshed's version is used once more, as late as 1 8 9 7 , by Abel H. Coppinger, along with excerpts from the play, in his anthology Twelve Bad Women, with the remarkable subtitle 16 . According to Coppinger, modern research has but little to add to this reliable historical source (p. 33).
Though the collection is meant as a companion to Thomas Secombé's Lives of Twelve Bad Men. Original Studies of Eminent Scoundrels by Various
Hands (London, 1894), its thoroughly antifeminist bias is manifest from the subtitle, the preface, and the motto, added to the second edition, taken from Thomas Otway :
... the purpose is to give unvarnished accounts of twelve women of whom enough is known to show that they were consistently bad, whether owing to a vicious temperament, a crooked nature, or a lack of moral perception, resulting in unscrupulousness and crime.
(Preface, xii) 17 The list of the chief attributes of these Twelve Bad Women, has much in common with the catalogues of ill-reputed women in medieval sermons or other literary texts 18 . The murder, however, in this volume, seems to be presented merely as a , (p. xiii) and has very little in common with Holinshed's socio-political purpose.
My brief survey will perhaps have made clear that the overall intentions of the various authors who include this murder-case among their own accounts differ greatly. It is worth noting that Alice's crime appears as one of a series of murder-stories dealing with wives who made away their husbands, published in remarkable numbers between 1590 and 1630. The reason for this vogue has evidently to do with a surge of and in a more sceptical attitude towards the institution of marriage 19 . Alice's almost epigrammatic remark, (I.101) seems to be symptomatic of this changed view of marriage, which, in turn, inevitably provoked a number of literary and historical texts, and even more, sermons in reply. However, it needs stressing that the anonymous play, apart from its subtitle, refrains from an explicit moral :
Gentlemen, we hope you'll pardon this naked tragedy Wherein no filèd points are foisted in To make it gracious to the ear or eye ; For simple truth is gracious enough And needs no other points of glozing stuff.
(Epilogue, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] What seems more important, though, is the fact that within the play itself the individual characters are presented altogether in a much less prejudiced and one-dimensional manner and not held up as objects of moral lessons, as in Holinshed and in the ballad. The reader (not necessarily the audience in the theatre) is offered a much more ambiguous and many-facetted view of the events than in most other contemporary accounts. This may be the reason for the astonishing number of adaptations, extracting new interpretations from this seemingly unbiased, dramatic version.
Alexander Goehr's Opera Arden Must Die (1967)
Alexander Goehr's opera Arden Must Die, based on the libretto by the German author Erich Fried, is certainly one of the most original modern versions of the Elizabethan murder story. Composer and poet deliberately set out to confront the more traditional operatic scene with fresh ideas and musical forms. It was the first opera of the 34-year-old composer, whose artistic development had been formed decisively by his studies with Olivier Messiaen and who had up to then produced mainly chamber music, songs, cantatas and orchestral works ; he is considered head of the moderately modernist Manchester school. Erich Fried, on the other hand, had already made a name for himself as translator of T. S. Eliot, Dylan Thomas and Shakespeare.
The opera, commissioned by the artistic director of the Hamburg State Opera, Rolf Liebermann, was first performed on 5 21 .
The quality of a libretto never depends on its literary, but rather on its value, that is, «its ability to leave the essential message to the music, to stimulate it into exploiting all its expressive potentialities, without dispensing with an action that is at the same time intelligible and theatrically effective, appealing to the minds and the senses of the listeners» 22 . To meet these demands, the libretto must have very specific stylistic, dramaturgic and scenic qualities 23 ; they are described by Erich Fried in the programme notes for the German production :
Since the libretto took over or adapted the characters of the old play, yet treated them throughout in the manner of a morality play, these characters became didactic, just as in a morality play. Arden's proud arrogance towards the poor devils Reede and Greene, Franklin's moneyed pride and harsh treatment of his servants, but especially the hypocrisy of the neighbour woman Mrs. Bradshaw (my own invention), keeps protesting that she is against the murderous deed, but at the same time becomes increasingly a party to the guilt, carries messages for the murderers, indeed finds the murderers irresistible -all this should hardly be altogether unfamiliar to an audience of today 24 .
Even this short sketch makes clear that it is another kind of Fried wanted to make the subject of his libretto. He was not so much interested in the figure of and her motives nor did he want to pass moral judgement on her, such as the title of the quarto of 1592 impresses on the reader ; rather he places the newly created character of Mrs. Bradshaw at the centre of the action. It is obvious that this person serves Fried to raise the problem of dealing with the past and with our guilt complex, an issue that dominated German political discussions in the early seventies in connection with the Vietnam crisis and the spectre of neo-nazism. As 25 Mrs Bradshaw plays the innocent neighbour who knows everything but makes no move to prevent the murderers. She is the typical by-stander who does not dare to take any risk or put herself in any possible danger. Right at the beginning of the opera, when Alice, Mosbie, Michael and Susan, Greene and Reede as well as Will and Shakesbag form a chorus and sing , Mrs Bradshaw stands opposite and (p. When the deed is done Mrs Bradshaw again assures the audience that . On the other hand, the two lovers Alice and Mosbie pass the dagger from hand to hand while singing a ditty which is a parody of a pseudo-Nazi song, . And finally, even the two ruffians, Black Will and Shakebag, who at first have tried to shuffle off all responsibility for the crime, save their lives by offering their services to the police, who promptly accept them.
By additions such as these, the librettist succeeds in moving the murder story out of the private sphere and put it into a political context. Some reviewers of the English production felt that some insertions were more relevant for a German than for an English audience : «a protest against the neo-Nazis… is of little consequence to an English audience 27 . Due to this more national aspect, the libretto occupies something like a middle position between the domestic tragedy and its source in Holinshed who draws attention to the public relevance of this murder (Wine, p. 148).
Thirty curtain-calls suggest that the Hamburg production was a great success. The frenetic applause, however, was accompanied by vehement booing and hissing from some members of the audience who felt the work to be a political provocation. This was apparently just what Erich Fried had anticipated when at the end of his contribution to the programme notes he remarked coolly, .
It was evident that spectators and parts of the press were irritated especially by the epilogue, in particular by its concluding lines :
There is one thing that may console you on your way home : you yourself
Are not guilty of any murder nor of any other crimes :
You are neither perpetrators nor accomplices nor such as did not want to know anything about it.
And even if you were such you were not like Alice, in your own home, But a long way off and much better organised 28 . It would be a mistake to think that the text is merely an excuse for attack on present-day society. The dramatic character of a text must never be suppressed by its message. So, this is not a libretto à clef, not a forced modern application ! The composer and I knew that the whole work and every single scene must be really fun for us. A scene that were tolerable only as a means of conveying music or thought would be a failed scene 30 .
When it comes to the point, however, Fried is opposed to an art that is divorced from reality since, without art's commitment, nothing would be left of the colourful vitality of the world we live in 31 . This political commitment was often, by reviewers of Arden muß sterben, felt to be a wilfully topical gesture, culminating in the unequivocal Vietnam address to the audience, which made one critic head his review with the polemic caption 32 . Other critics described the reactions of the audience as [ 33 , referring to an organised group of chiefly young members of the audience who protested against the performance by singing the national anthem 34 . Others took the epilogue as a sign of Erich Fried's inexperience as writer of librettos. With his garrulous postscript, he finally reveals himself as a newcomer in the opera-business, who wants to stir up comic musical theatre and play the lion at the same time 35 . It was not so much the provocation that was felt to be misplaced, but the moral button-holing gesture of the epilogue which was not only recited with the utmost agitation, but 36 so that the monologue was doubled into an obtrusive dialogue. Another critic gave this description and explanation :
The spoken words were accompanied, as if from a great distance, by isolated espressivo phrases whose lyricism was as ambiguous as that of Eisler's score for Nuit & Brouillard. The whispers of a music that appears to be looking the other way somehow carried further than the text's halfsmothered shout of J'accuse ! and they made further indictments superfluous 37 .
From a more literary and aesthetic point of view, the epilogue was condemned as which merely added what the play should have shown by itself, so that the formal principles of Brecht had degenerated into purposeless schematism 38 . Such a verdict hardly agrees with the intentions of the composer and librettist, who wanted to produce a 39 . In this respect, they were more successful in the English production, where the epilogue was cut, but the political themes were still present 40 . Instead of an obtruded moral lesson, it was once more the poetic and musical art that acted as the proper vehicle of Fried's and Goehr's view of society. For a just appreciation of that vehicle we have to take into consideration their view of the situation of the opera ; they evidently regard opera as a form of art with some scepticism :
Could one really today, we asked ourselves, take quite seriously an opera that takes itself quite seriously ? Must not an opera, to escape the fate of unconsciously making fun of itself, anticipate that unconscious mockery by deliberately parodying itself, at least in some part, which would make its true seriousness come out all that much more sharply, perhaps even heightened by the contrast ? 41 By deliberately including elements of parody into their work, Fried and Goehr actually created something like an anti-opera, in which the subject is reflected in the light of the situation of the arts in the seventies. Throughout, then, stylisation, symbolism and cliché are dominant elements in this , though one reviewer expressed some doubt whether the clichés really were all intentional, «especially since the actual realisation is somewhat deficient in logical consistency 42 . There seems to be, however, some logic in the very absence of logic, when, for instance, Goehr on the one hand incorporates Orlando Gibbons' London Street Cries in his market scene, but does not, on the other hand, make use of direct quotation, as Fried does so frequently and strikingly, when, to give only one of two examples, he quotes whole sentences more or less literally from Schiller's Die Braut von Messina or Goethe's Egmont or includes parodies of Nazi-songs. Goehr, to be sure, repeatedly makes clear references to certain identifiable stylistic element from classical opera, e.g. Richard Strauß near the end of the second scene, or Leo Janacek, but by and large he seems to take his own medium more seriously than Fried and employ more subtle and individual forms of artistic expression. Those elements of parody or displays of verbal virtuosity, especially literary and musical quotations and allusions, at the same time underlined and undermined in a memorable manner the seriousness of the political implications. This difficult balance of amusement and seriousness is spelt out within the opera itself, when, after the murder of Arden, Blackwill sings :
We know it's fun at first, A tale of much confusion But then the bubbles burst When death makes his conclusion.
Das fängt erst lustig an Und geht noch oft daneben, Jedoch am Ende dann Geht's unverhofft ans Leben.
(Vocal score, 244) Goehr himself, as composer, takes these words as a fitting motto for his opera and thus seems to be in agreement with Paul Dessau's view that 43 . But, apart from one small ironic allusion to the in Brecht's , Goehr's further comments have nothing in common with Brecht's or Dessau's idea of the opera 44 . He also dissociates Arden muß sterben from the angry young men movements well as the and insists that it is 45 . Thus, the theme of has progressed from the murder story of the anonymous play and other 16th-and 17th-century texts to an image of general moral and political crisis, and in this way has evidently been brought closer to the concerns and anxieties of today's audiences, whose sympathies may not be so easily engaged for the more simply orthodox treatment of the problem of evil as portrayed in the early texts. [«Firstly, the particular plot, plot in the sense of the sequence of incidents, must be understood, greatly condensed, preferably reduced to some few characteristic situations. Here, the librettist has to prove himself as editor. Secondly, within the framework of these situations, the speech of the individual characters has to be made dynamic and at the same time subtle. For this, the librettist needs the gifts of the dramatist less than those of a lyric poet, who is able to express the whole range of emotions within the most compressed structure of words. Thirdly -and within the historical development of the libretto, this turns out to be the most important point -the situations to be treated must convincingly translate into large and contrasted visual images»]. 24 
